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Abstract

We deal with two claws of Zhou-Gollmann’s fair non-
repudiation protocol. Firstly, their protocol divides a mes-
sage into 2 parts, i.e., a keyK and a ciphertextC. Then,C
is delivered to the recipient, whileK is submitted toTTP
(Trusted Third Party). If the originator doesn’t submitK
to TTP , then the protocol appears to have no dispute be-
tween the originator and the recipient. However, the proto-
col depends on his action on whether the originator really
submitsK to TTP or not. We show that the originator can
make the protocol unfair by using his advantageous posi-
tion, and present how to improve the fairness of the pro-
tocol. Secondly, the protocol doesn’t provide the message
privacy. This means that additional protocols are required
to transfer an important message in private. We propose an
improved version of the protocol to guarantee the message
privacy.

1. Introduction

When unforgeable evidence that a specific action oc-
curred is required, non-repudiation service should be em-
ployed. This happens where sensitive paper documents
such as contracts, bids, orders and cheques are stored, pro-
cessed, and distributed in a digital form for EDI (Electronic
Data Interchange), CALS (Commerce At the Light Speed)
and EC (Electronic Commerce)systems. The goal of the
non-repudiation service isto collect, maintain, make avail-
able and validate irrefutable evidence concerning a claimed
event or action in order to resolve dispute about the occur-
rence or non occurrence of the event or action[9]. Non-
repudiation service is composed of four distinct phases: ev-
idence generation, evidence transfer, evidence verification
and dispute resolution.

In the earlier non-repudiation protocol, it was focused
what evidence both entities can have after a message orig-
inator and a recipient followed the predetermined protocol.
The important goal of the latest non-repudiation protocol is
not to make an entity in an advantageous position compared
to other entity,i.e, fairnesseven if the protocol suddenly
breaks in the middle. When sending a document, for exam-
ple, an originator wants to receive a receipt from a recipient
along with its document, while a recipient doesn’t want to
provide receipt before receiving all the document.

The originator sends all messages to the recipient only
believing the honesty of the recipient while the recipient
doesn’t send a receipt to the originator. In this case, the
recipient can deny the fact that he receives all the mes-
sages. The originator can’t prove the fact that he sent all
the messages even if he really sent them to the recipient.
The non-repudiation protocol must provide a fair service
in every step to both entities. To provide a fair service to
the originator and the recipient, an exchange of information
must be done simultaneously,i.e., the information of orig-
inator’s sending a message to the recipient and the infor-
mation of the recipient’s sending a receipt to the originator
must be exchanged at the (almost) same time. One method
to exchange information simultaneously is to use compli-
cated cryptographic protocols[1][2][4][5][7][10], but they
seem to be impractical.

The other method[12] is considered to utilize the reliable
TTP (Trusted Third Party). This method is one of practical
solutions, but the problem is high dependency on TTP in ex-
ecuting each step of the protocol compared to the previous
method.

In 1996, Zhou and Gollmann proposed two fair non-
repudiation protocols. One is to minimize the role of
TTP [12] and the other is to useTTP as Delivery
Agency[13]. In this paper, we analyze the former which
we simply call it ZG’s fair protocol. In the non-repudiation



protocol based onTTP , it relays information between the
originator and the recipient and issues certificate to the orig-
inator (recipient) at each step of the protocol.TTP plays
an important role for the non-repudiation service. But, even
if usingTTP , ZG’s fair protocol is designed to reduce the
role ofTTP as small as possible. It divides a message into
2 parts,i.e., a keyK and a ciphertextC. Then,C is deliv-
ered to the recipient and the recipient sends the receipt to
the originator. To decryptC, the recipient has to wait un-
til the originator submitsK to TTP . The originator, who
is positioned in such an advantageous way, can make the
protocol unfair. We deal with this unfairness at first. On
the other hand, we consider that secrecy of messages for
non-repudiation service is required. In ZG’s fair protocol,
anyone who can accessTTP ’s public directory can get a
key submitted toTTP and decrypt a message at his will.
Hence, ZG’s fair protocol doesn’t provide message privacy.
This means that additional protocols are required to send
a secret message. We will suggest an improved version of
ZG’s fair protocol to support message privacy.

This paper consists of 5 Sections. In Section 2, we in-
troduce ZG’s fair protocol in brief. In Section 3, we point
out the unfairness of ZG’s fair protocol and suggest how to
improve it by adding extra time limit in ZG’s fair protocol.
In Section 4, we propose enhancement of security service of
ZG’s fair protocol by adding public key distribution scheme
such as Diffie-Hellman’s one[6]. Finally, the concluding re-
marks are stated in Section 5.

2. Zhou-Gollmann’s Protocol

The followings are the notation that will be used
throughout this paper.

� X jjY : concatenation of two messagesX andY .

� E(X;K; e) : encryption of messageX with K. (E(�)
denotes a symmetric cryptosystem)

� E(X;K; d) : decryption of messageX with keyK.

� sA : secret key of entityA for generating signature.

� pA : public key of entityA for verifying signature.

� S(X; sA) : digital signature of messageX usingsA
by entityA.

� A : originator of the non-repudiation exchange.

� B : recipient of the non-repudiation exchange.

� TTP : on-lineTTP providing network services ac-
cessible to the public.

� M : message sent fromA toB.

� C : ciphertext for messageM , e.g.,M encrypted un-
der a key. (C = E(M;K; e))

� K : message key defined byA.

� L : unique label which links to all messages of a par-
ticular protocol.

� fNRO : flag information indicating NRO(Non-
repudiation of Origin).

� fNRR : flag information indicating NRR(Non-
repudiation of Receipt).

� fSUB : flag information indicating submission of a
key.

� fCON : flag information indicating confirmation of a
key issued byTTP .

� NRO = S(fNROjjBjjLjjC; sA) : information of
NRO.

� NRR = S(fNRRjjAjjLjjC; sB) : information of
NRR.

� sub K = S(fSUB jjBjjLjjK; sA) : proof of submis-
sion ofK byA.

� con K = S(fCON jjAjjBjjLjjK; sT ) : confirmation
of K issued byTTP .

2.1. ZG’s fair protocol

A message is processed by splitting into its encryption
key,K and its ciphertext,C. At first, an originator sends
a ciphertextC to a recipient, and the recipient sends an
acknowlegdement of the receipt(NRR) to the originator.
Next, the originator submits his keyK toTTP . It publishes
K and its certificatecon K in TTP ’s public directory. The
recipient getsK fromTTP ’s public directory and decrypts
the ciphertextC by the keyK, and the originator also gets
K from the public directory and stores it with the receipt.
In each step, all messages are connected by the link label.
A;B andTTP have their own private keys,sA; sB and

sT for generating signatures and their relevant public keys,
pA; pB andpT for verifying signatures, respectively.

The protocol is described in each step as follows :

1: A! B : fNRO; B; L; C;NRO

2: B ! A : fNRR; A; L;NRR

3: A! TTP : fSUB ; B; L;K; sub K

4: B  ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L;K; con K

5: A ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L;K; con K

The role ofTTP is not an Delivery Agent but a Certifi-
cation Agency that issues a certification of registry forA’s
submitted keyK.



2.2. Dispute Resolution

Disputes can arise over the origin and receipt of a mes-
sage,M . The first case occurs thatA claims to deny send-
ingM toB. The second case occurs thatB claims to deny
receivingM fromA.

Non-repudiation of Origin
If A claims that he did not sendM , B sub-

mits M;C;K;L and the non-repudiation evidenceNRO,
con K to a judge. The judge can verify thatM was sent by
A by the following process :

� checks that con K is TTP ’s signature on
fCON jjAjjBjjLjjK.

� checks thatNRO isA’s signature onfNROjjBjjLjjC.

� checks thatM = E(C;K; d).

Non-repudiation of Receipt
If B claims that he hasn’t receivedM from A, A sub-

mits M;C;K;L and the non-repudiation evidenceNRR,
con K to the judge. The judge can verify thatB has re-
ceivedM by the following process :

� checks that con K is TTP ’s signature on
fCON jjAjjBjjLjjK.

� checks thatNRR isB’s signature onfCON jjAjjLjjC.

� checks thatM = E(C;K; d).

2.3. Time Limit

First we consider that even ifA has receivedfNRR; A; L
andNRR from B, he wouldn’t submitK andsub K to
TTP in ZG’s fair protocol. In this case,A’s NRR will be-
come meaningless because he did not receivecon K from
TTP . B must keepfNRO; B; L; C andNRO which A
has sent before. We consider thatB deletes all informations
which he received fromA. Later,A submitsfSUB ; B; L;K
andsub K toTTP andTTP opensfCON ; A;B; L;K and
con K in the public directory. Thus,A can get confirma-
tion certificate,con K indicating thatB has receivedM .
SinceB deletes the ciphertextC, B does not get the plain-
textM . Moreover,TTP has to storeK andsub K forever.
This makes the protocol hard to implement. To solve this,
we set a deadlineT to limit the timecon K andK can be
accessed by the public. The protocol is extended as follows
:

NRO = S(fNRO jjBjjLjjT jjC; sA)

NRR = S(fNRRjjAjjLjjT jjC; sB)

sub K = S(fSUB jjBjjLjjT jjK; sA)

con K = S(fCON jjAjjBjjLjjT jjT0jjK; sT )

1: A! B : fNRO ; B; L; T; C;NRO

2: B ! A : fNRR; A; L;NRR

3: A! TTP : fSUB ; B; L; T;K; sub K

4: B  ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L; T0;K; con K

5: A ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L; T0;K; con K

T0 in con K is the time stamp to indicate when the con-
firmed key has actually been made available to the public.
If B does not agree with the deadlineT , the protocol stops
at Step 2. Ifsub K andK don’t reachTTP by the deadline
T , thenB deletesNRO andC in his storage.

3. Unfairness of ZG’s fair protocol

In this section we will show that ZG’s fair protocol with
the time limitT may cause another problem. We consider
that A sendsK just before the timeT . con K may be
deleted just after the time it is registered in the public direc-
tory. So,B keeps on monitoring theTTP ’s public directory
around timeT . At this time,A may disturb the network or
computer system to preventB from receivingcon K from
the directory. This may arise since only the originator has
capability to registerK in TTP ’s directory and the recipi-
ent is in disadvantageous position than the originator. Now,
we consider thatB sets the valid time limit,T1(< T ) of
NRR in addition to public accessible time limitT .

Then, ZG’s fair protocol is modified as follows :

NRO = S(fNROjjBjjLjjT jjC; sA)

NRR = S(fNRRjjAjjLjjT jjT1jjC; sB)

sub K = S(fSUB jjBjjLjjT jjK; sA)

con K = S(fCON jjAjjBjjLjjT jjT0jjK; sT )

1: A! B : fNRO ; B; L; T; C;NRO

2: B ! A : fNRR; A; L; T1; NRR

3: A! TTP : fSUB ; B; L; T;K; sub K

4: B  ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L; T0;K; con K

5: A ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L; T0;K; con K

If there is enough time interval betweenT1 andT ,B can
receivecon K from TTP ’s public directory at his conve-
nient time betweenT1 andT . If con K is not posted before
T1 in TTP ’s public directory,A’s NRR is no more valid.
So,B can deleteNRO.

The Non-repudiation of Origin in this modified proto-
col is the same as that of ZG’s fair protocol. The Non-
repudiation of Receipt is modified as follows :

Non-repudiation of Receipt



A submits M;C;K; T; T0; T1; L and the evidence
NRR; con K to the judge. The judge can confirm thatB

has receivedM by the following steps :

(1) checks thatcon K is the TTP ’s signature on
fCON jjAjjBjjLjjT jjT0jjK.

(2) checks that NRR is B’s signature on
fCON jjAjjLjjT jjT1jjC.

(3) checks thatT0 < T1 < T .

(4) checks thatM = E(C;K; d).

Amust registersub K toTTP before the timeT1 which
was set byB in NRR. If, after the timeT1 elapses,A
sendssub K to TTP , TTP rejects the originator’s claim
thatcon K is published in the public directory ofTTP . If
con K will not be registered withinT1 in the public direc-
tory, he can deleteNRO in his memory. This approach is
highly dependent on the time information. The sharing time
betweenA;B andTTP is very important.
A andB may have independent time. It will be difficult

to synchronize two clocks. It needs setting up a clock man-
ager to synchronize between two entities. In practice, we
can get global clock information through a satellite such as
GPS (Global Positioning System).

4. Adding Message Privacy

In ZG’s fair protocol, anyone can decryptC transferring
from A to B since the corresponding keyK is posted in
TTP ’s public directory. IfA wants to sendM to B pri-
vately, it requires additional protocols. In general the level
of security of a message in non-repudiation service is higher
than that of a normal message. It is desirable to provide pri-
vacy and non-repudiation services together.

In this Section, we describe how to deliverC in private
and to distributeK in safe by introducing Diffie-Hellman
public key distribution scheme. In our combined protocol,
each entity is assumed to have a signature key in ZG’s fair
protocol and a DH encryption key for key distribution. We
need to maintain two cipher systems : one for signature
scheme and the other for key distribution. Due to the corre-
sponding system complexity, the generalized ElGamal-type
signature is more efficient. Each entity can have only one
key not only for generating a signature but also for encrypt-
ing session keyK for message privacy.

Each entity must generate public and secret key pairs for
message privacy. Letp andq be large primes wherep =
2q+1 andg be a primitive element overGF (p). The secret
and public keys ofA andB are :

pA = gsA mod p; pB = gsB mod p:

By using the public keypB , the key distribution process
of an entityA for message privacy keyK is stated as fol-
lows.

� Key generation by an entityA

– generates a random number,r (0 < r < p� 1).

– computesK = pr
B
mod p.

– computesKsub = gr mod p.

– transmitsKsub toB.

� An entityB’s computation for message privacy key,K

: K = KsB

sub
= grsB mod p:

Only B who has a secret keysB can compute message
privacy key,K from Ksub. Thus,A can believe that only
B can recover the encrypted message. But,B can’t con-
firm thatKsub comes fromA. In order to solve this,TTP
confirmsA’s signature onKsub andB receivesTTP ’s sig-
nature onKsub.

The non-repudiation protocol, which can provide mes-
sage privacy using DH public key distribution scheme, is
described as :

NRO = S(fNROjjBjjLjjT jjC; sA)

NRR = S(fNRRjjAjjLjjT jjT1jjC; sB)

sub K = S(fSUB jjBjjLjjT jjKsub; sA)

con K = S(fCON jjAjjBjjLjjT jjT0jjKsub; sT )

1: A! B : fNRO; B; L; T; C;NRO

2: B ! A : fNRR; A; L; T1; NRR

3: A! TTP : fSUB ; B; L; T;Ksub; sub K

4: B  ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L; T0;Ksub; con K

5: A ! TTP : fCON ; A;B; L; T0;Ksub; con K:

In step 3,A sendsKsub and its signaturesub K toTTP .
After checking thatsub K isA’s signature onKsub, TTP
publishesKsub andTTP ’s signature,con K into the pub-
lic directory.

In step 4,B getscon K from the public directory and
confirms thatKsub was sent byA. B computes message
encryption key,K = KsB

sub
= pr

B
mod p by using his

own secret key,sB . In our proposed protocol,A must
keepr secret for non-repudiation verification process such
asKsub = gr mod p. EvenTTP is not able to deriveK
fromKsub and thus not able to decipher the message. Dur-
ing the process,TTP is simplified to checkA’s submitted
key,Ksub andL.

Non-repudiation of Origin

B submits M;C;Ksub; L; T; T0 and the evidence,
NRO; con K to the judge. The judge confirms thatM was
sent byA as follows :



(1) checks that con K is TTP ’s signature on
fCON jjAjjBjjLjjT jjT0jjKsub,

(2) confirms fromB that the corresponding key ofKsub is
K,

(3) checks that NRO is A’s signature on
fNROjjBjjLjjT jjC, and

(4) checks thatM = E(C;K; d).

In step (2),B does not revealsB and proves to the judge
whetherK = KsB

sub
mod p. The proving method is the

same as the confirmation protocol in Chaum’s undeniable
signature[3].

Non-repudiation of Receipt

A submits M;C;Ksub; T; T0; T1; L; r and the non-
repudiation evidenceNRR; con K to the judge.

The judge confirms thatB must receiveM by the fol-
lowing steps :

(1) checks that con K is TTP ’s signature on
fCON jjAjjBjjLjjT jjT0jjKsub,

(2) checks thatKsub = gr mod p from r;Ksub and com-
putesK = pr

B
mod p byB’s public key,pB ,

(3) checks that NRR is B’s signature on
fCON jjAjjLjjT jjT1jjC,

(4) checks thatT0 < T1 < T , and

(5) checks thatM = E(C;K; d).

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have dealt with two claws of ZG’s fair
protocol. To sum up, the first problem with ZG’s fair proto-
col is the unfairness. The originator can make ZG’s protocol
to be unfair since the originator can be in a more advanta-
geous position than the recipient. The second problem is the
message privacy. The originator sent a ciphertext to the re-
cipient and its corresponding key toTTP ’s public directory
at a later time. Anyone who can access the public directory
can get the key to decrypt the ciphertext. Our solution for
the unfairness problem is to set up time limit (T1) of the
Non-repudiation receipt of message (NRR).

Also, by the introduction of Diffie-Hellman key distri-
bution scheme in ZG’s fair protocol, our protocol has made
it impossible to recover encryption key fromTTP ’s pub-
lic directory. This leads to private message delivery. It can
be seen that the degree of dependency onTTP and rate of
communication overhead in our improved protocol are as
small as those of ZG’s fair protocol.
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